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From: Anastasia Globa
To: Glenn Costin; Rui Wang; Chin Koi Khoo
Subject: FW: [eCAADe SIGraDi 2019] Your submission #262 has been accepted!
Date: Wednesday, 3 April 2019 12:25:54 PM


Hi Glenn, Rui and Khoo,


Good news - our extended abstract titled 'Hybrid Environmental-Media Facade: Full-Scale Prototype Panel
Fabrication'
was accepted for full paper submission for eCAADe SIGraDi 2019 and I don't think there is going to be another
blind /or non-blind review for the full version.
The feedback is super positive - nothing to change really - just extend to a full paper.
The longest allowed full paper length is only 10 pages and I plan to add lot's of illustrations to this paper, so we
have plenty of time to finalise it till the 1st of June.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14dk7GqaDa90WEcPCH4DulV1s_TbV1pmmSO2v-zQkJpk/edit


Opening a little discussion here:
1) Any volunteers to go to the city of Porto in Portugal (+ register for the conference)?
I might consider it, as I still have some funds in my start-up research USYD fund, the only problem is that the
organisers have not announced the conference dates yet - which makes it hard to plan for it now.


2) Should we invite Bukky to participate in this paper? I feel like this paper is way too short for us to add any
life-cycle analysis aspect to it. The focus of this paper is entirely on the fabrication process.
I propose that we treat this paper as a test-drive for our proposed journal paper. It will be easier to extend this
conference paper to a longer journal version. There we could integrate the calculation/discussion on lifecycle
and invite Bukky for that one, as he is definitely involved in this research project (in a big way).


3) Similarly, I contacted Jules (who initiated this project originally) when writing the extended abstract back in
February and he was too late in replying / so he said "sorry - missed this one". I think it would make sense to
invite both Jules and Bukky for the extended journal paper rather than this short conference one.


Please let me know what you think about the things that I've mentioned above, and
please share all full scale prototype photographs & videos with me (using drop box?). Rui, there should be
plenty material on the lab phone. Glen did you make any extra photos? Khoo - any update on your green façade
research?


Cheers!
I look forward to collaborating with you all again on this project.
Best
A


-----Original Message-----
From: eCAADe SIGraDi 2019 <ecaadesigradi2019@arq.up.pt>
Sent: Tuesday, 2 April 2019 9:38 PM
To: Anastasia Globa <anastasia.globa@sydney.edu.au>
Subject: [eCAADe SIGraDi 2019] Your submission #262 has been accepted!


[eCAADe SIGraDi 2019] Your submission #262 has been accepted!


Dear Anastasia Globa,


We are pleased to inform you that your submission, titled


«Hybrid Environmental-Media Facade: Full-Scale Prototype Panel Fabrication»
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has been accepted, provided that you adhere to the following terms:


1. While preparing the full paper, please take the review comments provided at the end of this message into
account.


2. The full paper (6, 8 or 10 pages) must be edited via the Proceedings-website and completed by June 1st. This
site will be available from April 15th at https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/R7jICvl0PoCpJ6rAHQJVb4?
domain=proceedings.iemar.tuwien.ac.at  The login details will be supplied to you in due time.


3. There must be at least one registered author per paper; registration AND payment must be completed by June
1st. Please note that multiple submissions by the same author require multiple registrations or withdrawal.


4. Each full paper must be presented during the eCAADe/SiGradi2019 conference in Porto. 


If you have any queries in this regard please let us know immediately.


You are required to confirm as soon as possible that you'll register and submit a full paper (registration &
submission deadline: June 1st).


Please checkout the conference-website for the scheduled activities and especially the workshops preceding to
the conference (to be announced early June). Also grants for young PhD-researchers will be announced very
soon.


Congratulations.
We look forward to welcoming you in Porto, With kind regards,


Jose Pedro Sousa
Goncalo Castro Henriques
João Pedro Xavier
ecaadesigradi2019@arq.up.pt


***************************************************************


The paper describes research in Kinetic Architecture and focuses on the discussion of a methodology used to
design a full-scale aluminium panel for a façade system. The motivation behind the abstract aim is clear and
relevant. Well contextualized in the conference topic.   The proposed methodology is well stated and
appropriated for the research. It would be useful to highlight the project limitations.


***************************************************************


The paper presents a realized, architectural facade system that heavily used digital design and fabrication
methods. It is well written and structured, but seems not to be properly blinded. There are several mentions of
Moloney, referring to previous projects. Stylewise there are some minor issues like e.g. a year number after a
software product, but without mention in the references (Rhino (2019)) and typos like "‘life’ weather" (should
be live?).


***************************************************************


The paper describes the design, fabrication and evaluation of full-scale aluminium panel prototypes developed
for a kinetic hybrid facade system.
The methodology of the paper is explained clearly. The design and full-scale prototyping of panels are reported.
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